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Please elaborate on what Academic Senate President, Liz Romero, did well and what she 
could have done better:   

• She did a pretty good job.  
• Didn't see clear leadership with a vision for working with administration in problem solving 

situations. 
• Superstar! Tough and knowledgeable.  
• Not sure who this is  
• Works well with faculty to keep informed and represent school 
• Has been a strong advocate for faculty 
• She is a good instructor but is too busy kissing the Presidents a**.  She needs to understand 

that she academic senate president and should be concern about academic staff.  She's 
trying to do the Presidents dirty work by trying to come after the Chancellor. 

• Always had faculty in mind 
• Didn't have a senate agenda.  Let admin set the agenda.  Got passionate enough on enough 

occasions to convince some people that she was actually standing up for faculty.  
Sometimes actually pressed admin agenda contrary to faculty interests. 

• Good presence on campus. 
• Good communication.  Always requested feedback from faculty.  Pragmatic and hard 

working. 
• Always available, very knowledgeable of history and policy.  
• Great fighter for faculty. Sometimes seems to get a little caught up in "drama." 
• Please fight for the purview of the academic senate.  Don't cowtow to administration. 
• Good representation.  
• Did a great job, just been in the job too long and has shown many signs of burnout.  It is time 

for change. 
• Our out-going President seemed more concerned with amassing power for herself and 

controlling the flow of information. She regularly had meetings alone with the president of the 
college, always behind closed doors, and she would regularly misrepresent both the 
perspectives and feelings of the faculty (to the president) and the perspective of admin (to 
the faculty), which she could do because she was the sole conduit through which all 
information passed. Worse, this power often seemed focused on benefitting her own 
discipline (or those with whom she sought to curry favor) at the expense of others, or even 
on benefitting herself, personally, again, at the expense of others or, occasionally, the good 
of the students. 

• Strengths are communication and collaboration. 
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• I appreciate the listening ear of Ms. Romero and how she did her best to communicate with 
all faculty. I hope that the future Academic Senate President will be able to have a more 
transparent role on what she’s up to in advocating for faculty with administrators. 


